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ELECTRIC CHAIN BLOCK
HOOK SUSPENSION TYPE

250kg ～ 2.5ton 1w～ 5ton 10ton
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DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATION
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ELECTRIC CHAIN BLOCK WITH ELECTRIC TROLLEY

250kg ～ 2.5ton

The drawing of electric trolley 2.5t
is different from above drawing.

The drawing of electric trolley 3t，
5t is different from above drawing.

1w ～ 5ton 10ｔ7.5ｔ
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DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATION
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ELECTRIC CHAIN BLOCK WITH ELECTRIC TROLLEY

250kg ～ 2.5ton
The drawing of electric trolley 2.5t
is different from above drawing.

The drawing of electric trolley 3t，
5t is different from above drawing.

1w ～ 5ton
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DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATION
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ELECTRIC CHAIN BLOCK WITH GEARED TROLLEY

10ｔ7.5ｔ250kg ～ 2.5ton 1w～ 5ton
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1) The number bracketed in "Net weight" indicates 6m lift.
2) The length of power cord in standard is 4 core-5m in case of 2 push button, 7 core-5m in case of 4 push button.
3) When you need 4 push button for crane instead of 2 push button, “C” should be added to the end of model name.
4) We can supply geared trolley of which I beam width is special.
*mark―When you install more than 2.5 ton chain block to I beam width 100mm, please note that the strength of the rail may not be enough depends on the span.

1) The dimensions D,E depends on the lift. 2) For the dimensions β and γ, see page 16.
3) The dimension K is in case of that "Traversing I beam width" is maximum.

DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATION
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ELECTRIC CHAIN BLOCK WITH PLAIN TROLLEY

250kg ～ 2.5t 1W～ 5ton
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DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATION

1) The number bracketed in "Net weight" indicates 6m lift.
2) The length of power cord in standard is 4 core-5m in case of 2 push button, 7 core-5m in case of 4 push button.
3) When you need 4 push button for crane instead of 2 push button, “C” should be added to the end of model name.
4) We can supply plain trolley of which I beam width is special.
*mark―When you install more than 2.5 ton chain block to I beam width 100mm, please note that the strength of the rail may not be enough depends on the span.

1) The dimensions D,E depends on the lift. 2) For the dimensions β and γ, see page 16.
3) The dimension K is in case of that "Traversing I beam width" is maximum.
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LOW HEAD ELECTRIC CHAIN HOIST

SYNCHRONIZED ELECTRIC CHAIN HOIST

LOW HEAD MANUAL
CHAIN HOIST WITH
GEARED TROLLEY

1) The standard length of power cord is 4 core-0.5m in case of 4 push button, 7 core-0.5m in case of 6 push button.
2) When you need 6 push button for crane instead of 4 push button, "C" should be added to the end of model name.

1) The standard length of power cord is 4 core-0.5m in case of 4 push button, 7 core-0.5m in case of 6 push button.
2) When you need 6 push button for crane instead of 4 push button, "C" should be added to the end of model name.
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